Congratulations Class of 2020!

During this year’s Commencement, the Department of Economics honored its graduating seniors digitally. Seniors shared their post-graduation plans as well as their thanks to family, friends, and Pitt through the Department’s Commencement slideshow.

A Word From The Class of 2020
Two graduating seniors from the Department of Economics, Andie Spatig and Samuel Ressin, share their thoughts on the pandemic and what the future holds for them.

Read about Samuel

Read about Andie

There are Several Ways to Give to the Department of Economics

Your gifts are used for undergraduate and graduate awards, undergraduate research,
Alumni Opportunities

The MQE Program is seeking professionals to share their expertise and experiences with our graduate students.

Learn More
Pitt Economics, By the Numbers
A Numerical Summary of the Department of Economics

Last year, 4,319 undergrads – 22% of all Pitt students – enrolled in an Econ course.

Of our majors:
• 61 are pursuing an Econ-Stat degree and 47 are pursuing an Econ-Math degree.

In 2018-2019, 183 Econ Majors graduated from Pitt. Of these:

In all, 58% of Econ Majors Graduated with University Honors.

Stefania Albanesi
Wall Street Journal Highlights Research from Professors Albanesi and Gihleb

"Coronavirus Employment Shock Hits Women Harder Than Men"
The Economist Features Research from Professors Schertzer and Walsh

"Economic Research Documents Black Americans' Struggle for Equality"

Alison Schertzer  Randy Walsh

Alumni - Stay Connected with the Department of Economics.

Connect

Pitt Commons - Build your Pitt family through purposeful connections.

Connect

Kenneth P. Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences
Department of Economics
4700 Wesley W. Posvar Hall, 230 South Bouquet Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
(412) 648-1730
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